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On August 23, 2018, a talk was organized at
Mindstein Montessori on ‘Supporting
Parents and Educators of Children with
Special Needs’. The speaker, Kamini Lakhani
is the founder of Relationship Development
Intervention (RDI), a family-based training
program that addresses core deficits of
learning disabilities and empowers parents to
enjoy seamless interaction with their child
instead of helplessly watching by the
side-lines.

Kruti Lakhani, owner of Mindstein Montessori, says, "We saw videos that showed us the
difference between social and communication skills of a normal child as compared to an autistic
child and also the brain scans of the neural activity of a normal v/s an autistic child. Educators
can recognise the early signs of disabilities in a child as young as 2 years and it is important to
understand that there is nothing wrong with the child who has a disability, his misbehavior is an
inability of the environment and people around to understand him/her.”
An important and positive message that everybody carried back, was that with patience
and hard work by all the supporting individuals (parents, teachers and therapists), an
autistic child can grow up to be an independent and successful adult.
Secunderabad
- Vidhya Ramalingam

A talk on ‘Stories – Their Importance in the Lives of Children’ took place on
August 30, 2018 at Cremon Buds by Teenaz Reporter, Director of Training, Montessori
Training and Research Trust (MTRT). She focused on how stories are essential for
children to know about their immediate environment and the world and to expose them
to stories that are not necessarily authored, but of our daily activities that the children
can relate to.
Meherunisa Kalyan, mother of a child of 5 years, says, “I understood that reading or
narrating stories should be an auditory treat to the children without any interruptions or
interpretations from the narrator’s view as it fosters and stirs a range of emotions in our
children.”
Prathiba Reddy, a teacher from Abhishta Montessori House of Children says, “By and
large, we read stories to children, but, Teenaz has helped us to judicially select story books for
different age groups of children. More importantly one should not have any preconceived notion
in mind while telling a story.”
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Books in the IMF Corner!
- Roopa Sundar
Montessori books speak to us, over time and place, directing us
on a path of becoming aware of all the potential that lies deep
in the soul of the child, breaking myths and unlocking mysteries.
The core work of the Indian Montessori Foundation is to keep
alive this legacy and make Montessori books available to all. A
valuable addition to this endeavour is the publication of
‘Foundations of Montessori Pedagogy’, a collection of essays
by Albert Max Joosten, an ardent student of Maria Montessori
who continued the work that Montessori seeded in India.
Sudha Rani, a Primary facilitator from Abacus Montessori School, shares with us what impact
the chapter on observation and the words of A.M. Joosten made on her.
Starting my journey as a Montessori adult, implementing the theoretical aspects into the practical setup
of the classroom was challenging. The indispensable part in Maria Montessori’s work of art is to
perceive the children through observation. I felt certain about observation being scientific and being able
to assess situations without prejudice. Yet, when I observed in class, I was dubious and anxieties
prevailed.

“The
conscious
efforts exercised
to complete this
observation
helped me
foresight the
whole vision of
observation as a
tool
accompanying
me constantly,
guiding me in a
natural way.”
- Sudha Rani

“Observation is an art and it has to be exercised. It requires exercise, time, patience and perseverance,
but also direction.” - Foundations of Montessori Pedagogy
For me, this direction was bestowed through A.M Joosten in the chapter ‘Observation’. His reassuring
words triggered me to embark on the new journey towards enhancing my observation skill. I started off
by applying his technique of observing one material at a time (I chose Number Rods). Recording this
observation sounded the easiest, yet I had to carry it over for three consecutive weeks to make one
successful attempt. With many things going around in class, I lost track of the number rods frequently.
The conscious efforts exercised to complete this observation helped me foresight the whole vision of
observation as a tool accompanying me constantly, guiding me in a natural way.
I was thrilled to carry out another technique mentioned by A.M Joosten, of comparing the actual need
of intervening with our own inclination to intervene or not. Though it was one of the most difficult
exercises, I was able to analyse my anxieties and undeniably understand the capabilities of the child. To
cite one of my experiences, there had always been an urge within myself to intervene when a young
child does the button frame. I always felt that the child needed help, or it was too much to ask from
that young child. When I consciously tried to withhold needless intervening, the observation showed me
that 9 out of 10 times, children did not need help at all!
Each objective mentioned in this chapter, when implemented, gave me a new learning experience and
a step closer to understanding the child. I’m looking forward to reading further and implementing the
techniques.
To get a copy of ‘Foundations of
Montessori Pedagogy’ and other
books published by IMF contact,
CORALGROUPS
Mobile : 9841689808
Email : coralgroups@outlook.com
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Revisiting History with Chithra Madhavan
- Aditi Ganesh
A talk was held at Navadisha Montessori Foundation
on August 31, 2018, for the staff and current students
under training by Chithra Madhavan, a renowned
historian, on the topic, ‘Appreciating Temple
Architecture and Sculptures of India’.
Chithra explained the process of sculpting and
stressed on the features of the sculptures which were
used in ancient times, which involved a lot of hard
work by the sculptors. She also spoke about how
mythological stories were illustrated as carvings with
finer details. The Ashoka pillar which is now our
Indian emblem, represented beliefs of Buddhism, which is at Saranath Museum. Originally there was a wheel on
top of the four lions in the pillar, which was later broken and is now kept incomplete.
Sampoorna Vembunathan, Teacher at Navadisha Montessori School, says “The temples are a reminder for us to value
and appreciate the rich Indian heritage that our ancestors left us.” Questions were raised and answered leading the
attendees to know many facts revolving around sculptures and temples, leaving them in awe.

In this series, we bring you, letters written by Elementary Children, to
Dr. Montessori on the occasion of her 148th Birthday!
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A Dialogue with Shaili Sathyu
-

- Mehak Hemnani

Shaili Sathyu works in education and arts, with a specific focus on children. She is the
Artistic Director of Gillo Repertory she founded in 2009, to make Theatre for Young
Audiences and also works as a consultant with schools. Her focus has been on developing
and showcasing original Indian content; creating age-specific performances; training
performers and making theatre more accessible for children. Her most recent directorial
venture is ‘Chidiya Udd’, a non-verbal play for children in the age group of 1 - 4 years.
Below are excerpts from the interview with Shaili Sathyu.
Can you please tell us briefly about your training in early Education?
I developed a keen interest in literature for children and wanted to write books for children. I
searched for a course that would help me understand child development, psychology, learning
patterns and child behavior, so that I could write for children. The closest open-ended course was
a Diploma in Early Education, and after meeting several educators, I decided to do this one-year
course. After that I started working as a pre-school teacher so that I could understand the theory
in practice and that is how early education became a part of my life. Ultimately it was the
children who taught me more than I could have 'studied' in a formal system.
What inspired you to create theatre for children?
I started my work in theatre as a production designer and had no interest or inclination towards
writing or directing. Theatre was one part of my life and working with children was another. I
reached a point where I brought the two together and haven't looked back since. One of the
inspirations was the experience of attending a directors' workshop in Germany, where the artists
were only creating theatre for children in their respective countries. I saw a glimpse of the kind of
rigourous work that was happening all over the world, and on coming back to India I started Gillo
Repertory Theatre, with the objective of creating plays for children.
Can you share your experience about your play 'Chidiya Udd'?
'Chidiya, Udd!' is a play that evolved over seven months in 2017-18.
We began with observation sessions of little children between 2
years and 4 years. Actors were sent to playgroups and also asked to
observe children in the family, the neighbourhood, in public spaces.
After 2 months of roughly 15 observation sessions each, we began
our residency with Italian director Valeria Frabetti. Valeria is one of
the pioneers of theatre for early years in the world and she
mentored us on this project. The overall experience has been very
rigourous, more mentally for me and physically for the actors. One
of the most important things was to respect young children as an
audience and truthfully create an artistic experience for them.
What were the challenges you faced during 'Chidiya Udd'?
I was the only one in the team who had watched plays for toddlers and babies. My actors had
never seen any. So, it was a huge challenge to make them believe that this play would work.
Only after the first 2 preview shows in Mumbai did they understand what I was saying. The real
connect with a young audience during a performance can teach us so much more than what a
director can guide you. Another challenge has been to counter the expectation of teachers and
parents who mostly visualize a play for toddlers as either a cute story or something about
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Continued...

concepts of colour or some other such idea. When they see the little children watch our play with concentration and
silence, most adults and care givers are surprised at the capacity of their own children. This continues to be a challenge.
I think we don't give enough credit to children and their capabilities. We are not here to 'teach' them anything. As artists
we are only sharing with them an expression and giving them an experience, through sounds, visuals, interaction between
characters and emotions. It is for them to absorb and make meaning in their own way, not in the way adults would make
meaning or would want them to make meaning.
Can you share a few ideas about how theatre can be introduced to children and what would be the most
appropriate age to do so?
Theatre viewing can be introduced to children as young as 6 or 9 months. But the form and structure of theatre for early
years is not the way we usually think about theatre. Often there is no raised stage with people sitting on big chairs with
audiences of 10 to 15 children and their parents. Our play is for 1 to 3 years and we try to limit the show to 30 to 40
children at a time. We should be careful not to expose children to just any kind of performance when they are in the
early years. Performances should be carefully chosen, they should be age appropriate. Most importantly, a performance
should open their minds and give them joy. It should instill a sense of wonder and not just be about loud music and loud
colours. Silence is a very important element. For children above 3 years, the approach would be different.
If there was anything that you could change about our education system, what would it be?
There is so much to change. There are many great ideas that people have given and these have not been implemented. I
would say the curriculum needs a complete overhaul. It's focus and elements need to be re-thought. And more learning
through tangible materials, through sports, through arts and action.

Block your Dates! - Upcoming IMF Events
Check out the annual schedule of all the events happening in your city at the Indian Montessori Foundation website –
www.montessori-india.org.
DATE
Thursday,
25-Oct-2018
Thursday,
15-Nov-2018
Thursday
13-Dec- 2018

TIME

TOPIC

SPEAKER

VENUE

4:30 PM to 5:30 PM

The Importance of Childhood

Amol Gupte

Casa Montessori, Mumbai

4:30 PM to 5:30 PM

The World of the Child- the
need for Integration

Suneeta Madnani

RTI Montessori School, Mumbai

4:30 PM to 5:30 PM

Role of the Child in the Family

Pavithra Rajagopalan
& Geeta Savla

Trillium Montessori ,
Mumbai

* The Entry Fee for the Thursday Talks is Rs. 100 for IMF subscribers and Rs.150 for others

AMI Membership
Membership to Association Montessori Internationale (AMI) is open to everyone! Become a part of a worldwide
community dedicated to the recognition of the unique nature of childhood, natural human development and the rights of
the child. Discounted rates to events, AMI eBulletins and Journals are some of the benefits a member receives. AMI
membership is an individual membership and is not available to schools, universities, and other educational organisations.
Membership fees begin at 40 euros.
To join, please visit www.montessori-ami.org
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Talking Montessori
- Roopa Sundar
In this segment, we bring to you links of talks from different settings and of varied people that
resonate with Montessori ideas, beliefs and practices and human development.

Carla Foster – International Montessori Congress, Prague, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AW2k_pIMZoM
Carla Foster is an AMI Elementary Trainer who has extensive experience working with
children. In her address in Prague, themed on self as the basis for peace, Carla brings
forward the ideas of justice, love, work, humour and how they come alive in the world
of the elementary children. Drawing various references from Maria Montessori’s book
‘Education and Peace’, she talks about aiding the children in the process of realizing
collective goals and thereby fostering leadership.

Poetry Corner
The Star
Jane Taylor
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are!
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
When the blazing sun is gone,
When he nothing shines upon,
Then you show your little light,
Twinkle, twinkle, all the night.
Then the traveler in the dark,
Thanks you for your tiny spark,
He could not see which way to
go,
If you did not twinkle so.
In the dark blue sky you keep,
And often through my curtains
peep,
For you never shut your eye,
Till the sun is in the sky.
As your bright and tiny spark,
Lights the traveler in the darkThough I know not what you are,
Twinkle, twinkle, little star.
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Bird Watch
- Roopa Sundar & Tarunya Gouthaman
Standing at a window have you seen a bird and wondered what it is called? Bird life flourishes even in our
crowded cities. Read our special series on some common birds found in India. You may become a ‘birder’ by the
end of our series!!

White-throated Kingfisher
Halcyon smyrnensis

This is a large kingfisher, 28 cm in length. The adult has a

PHYSICAL FEATURES

bright blue back, wings and tail. Its head, shoulders, flanks

CHARACTERISTICS

Despite its name, it is frequently seen far away from water,

and lower belly are chestnut, and the throat and breast are
white. The large bill and legs are bright red. The flight of the
White-throated Kingfisher is rapid and direct, the short
rounded wings whirring. In flight, large white patches are
visible on the blue and black wings. Males and females look
alike, but juveniles are a duller version of the adult.

perched on a wire or post, keeping a lookout for prey on the
ground. It has a loud cackling laugh, and also makes a musical
whistling song, especially when breeding.

White-throated Kingfisher in flight

HABITAT

Across the country, around cultivation, in gardens and wetlands.

FUN FACTS

- I eat fish, rodents, insects and small birds
- I build my nest in a mud tunnel

- I’m related to the Kookaburra

Common Kingfisher-smaller, always near
water
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Anyone can become a subscriber!
The Indian Montessori Foundation brings out two publications, a monthly newsletter, The Touch Board
(6 copies a year) and an annual journal, Montessori Matters.
Subscriptions:
One year:
Rs. 1200
Two years:
Rs. 2000
Print out the subscription form from our website (www.montessori-india.org), fill in all the details required and
send it along with your payment to the Indian Montessori Foundation.
Touch Board Team
Editorial Team - Roopa Sundar & Tarunya Gouthaman
Reporting Team - Aditi Ganesh, Kavneet Chadha, Mehak Hemnani & Vidhya Ramalingam
Layout Designer - Priyanka Kumar
Trustees - Shirley Madhavan Kutty, Kamini Sundaram, Leela Samson, Zarin Malva, Rukmini Ramachandran

Do send in articles or news to thetouchboard@gmail.com

Want to get noticed? Place your advertisements in the Montessori Matters and The Touch Board!
Package Details: Rs. 3600—A full page (20 x 12 cms) advertisement in two issues of Montessori Matters and 4 x 5 cms
advertisements in all issues of The Touch Board (2018-2019)
Send us your advertisements in the following specifications:
Format : JPEG
Colour : Black and White (Montessori Matters), Colour (The Touch Board)

